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Audit Link’s Presence Growing Rapidly
Grand Rapids, Michigan –June 29th, 2009
The new Audit and Compliance division of the cuasterisk network of CUSO’s, Audit Link, announced
inspiring first year results at CU*Answers’ Annual Leadership Conference on June 17th.
Jim Vilker, Business Manager of Audit Link revealed that 21 credit unions across the United States,
from New York to Oregon have come on board to use Audit Link’s services. More than 420
recommendations have been made to help credit unions improve their compliance and auditing
related activities, policies, procedures, and disclosures. Vilker also stated that the daily work
performed by Audit Link’s compliance specialists and other collaborative initiatives have led to over 25
changes in the CU*BASE platform that will ultimately assist credit unions in lowering their overall cost
and increase efficiencies relating to audit-related operations.
“Audit Link is a growing community of credit unions wishing to collaborate and gain a firm grasp on
compliance and auditing related activities in their credit unions. The community is becoming one
where credit unions can share their experiences and expertise through the use of a similar technology
network and infrastructure. The recently released Audit Link Advisor web site has also given
CU*BASE clients the ability to blog between each other and have a one-stop site to gain pertinent
industry-related compliance and auditing news.”—Jim Vilker

About CU*Answers
CU*Answers was founded over 35 years ago and is a 100% Credit Union owned CUSO located in
Grand Rapids, Michigan. CU*Answers offers a wide variety of services for credit unions including its
flagship CU*BASE Processing System in both an Online (ASP) and In-house environment, Internet
Development Services featuring the It’s Me 247 Online Banking product, Member Check Processing
and Direct Deposit processing services. CU*Answers provides combined services to 165 credit unions
nationally representing nearly 1.5 million members and $10 billion in credit union assets. For more
information about how “We Make Credit Unions Go” please visit CU*Answers at
www.cuanswers.com.
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